$3 for 10-maze Semester Pak
but MEDscience Physiology is Free

www.mazefire.com

MEDscience Physiology Maze Collection is Free as is Bio101 Pak

Make sure to use the TIPS! - and if sent back to a question you
probably got it right the first time: try it again and it may turn GREEN!
Anatomy & Physiology 2: Organ Systems Physiology

10 MAZE COLLECTION =

How to Play Digital Maze Games
1. CORRECT answers ALWAYS take you closer to Maze Exit
2. WRONG answers take you further away or boot you from maze.
3. The Maze Exit could be in ANY room!

#1 TIP = when you see a question AGAIN you probably
got it correct the first time and
were sent back from DEEPER in the Maze:
try your answer again- if it turns GREEN you were right!

USE THE TIPS

GREEN means you got
it right 2X in a row!
Technical Note: each question is a room in the grid/maze and each answer a direction.
The grid is an array of interconnected rooms. Explanations are given at the Maze Exit.

 skim the RULES and click the EXPLANATIONS TAB at the Maze Exit

How to WIN Digital Maze Games: MORE TIPS!
1. use the TIPS!
2. ponder the images.
3. google unfamiliar terms.
4. play with friends.
5. email professor@mazefire.com for help.

replaying maze games: we do not have a “scramble” function, but if you
want to re-test yourself do this: on most Mazes choose (A) in first room
and this leads you on parallel forward path towards maze exit, with
questions you may not have seen on your first playing of the maze.

INCORRECT responses are shown in RED
CORRECT responses are shown in GREEN

a very dilute, clear urine is excreted.

FUN FOR PROFESSORS – Project Mazes in Class (your students will love you)
and email Professor@mazefire.com for a complete A&PII SEMESTER PAK GUIDE

GOOD FOR PRE-MEDS – Try Chem101, Bio101, many Neuro games, ALL FREE!
and try Microbiology200 (just $3).

GOOD FOR AP-BIO too!

Make sure to use the TIPS! - and if sent back to a question you
probably got it right the first time: try it again and it may turn GREEN!

